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Translation information
We welcome your views...
This guide is a draft document for public consultation We
welcome your views on the Draft Shop Front and Advertisement
Design Guide and the associated Sustainability Appraisal.
Comments must be received within the formal six-week
consultation period ending at:
4:30pm on Monday, 4th May, 2009
It would be most useful if comments can be sent via email to:
sustainablecommunities@wellingborough.gov.uk
Comments can also be sent to:
Planning Policy
Borough Council of Wellingborough
Council Offices
Swanspool House
Wellingborough
Northants
NN8 1BP
Fax: 01933 231984
Only those representations received within this consultation
period will be considered. Where appropriate, these will be
incorporated into the Final Shop Front and Advertisement
Design Guide and Final Sustainability Appraisal Report. The
final documents are programmed to be completed in June 2009.
Next Steps
- Public Consultation March 23rd – May 4th 2009;
Ordnance Survey Maps
Maps are reproduced from Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance
Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office© Crown copyright.
Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil
proceedings. Borough Council of Wellingborough.
Licence no 100018694. 2008.

- Preparation of Sustainability Appraisal of Final Draft Shop Front
and Advertisement Design Guide, May 2009;
- Adoption, June 2009.
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INTRODUCTION
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01.01
Introduction to the Baseline Study

This Baseline Study is the first stage of work to
be undertaken as part of the Shop Front and
Advertisement Design Guide for Wellingborough
Borough Council.
It is, in effect, a review of the existing situation in the
town centre and, as such, it will form the basis upon
which the later part of the Design Guidance will be
built. Later parts will include sections on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The general principles of shop front design
A study of shop front components
Signs and advertisements
Canopies and blinds
Community safety and shop front security
Disabled access
Obtaining consent
Recommendations

The Baseline Study itself will undertake a review
of each of the main shopping streets, giving an
indication of the general quality of existing shop
fronts from the more to the less sensitive examples.
It also makes a study of a number of specific shop
fronts to identify various aspects in more detail as
well as making a review of a range of different street
contexts. All these studies reflect the importance
that is placed on the context of shop fronts, not only
in relation to the host building, but also in relation to
adjacent buildings and the street as a whole.
The Baseline Study concludes with a summary of
the main issues that have been identified during the
course of the review.
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01.02
Background and the need for Design Guidance

Wellingborough is a lively market town, in many
ways typical of its kind, but clearly with its own
individuality and identity. The town has always
changed and evolved through the several centuries
of its existence, most notably in 1738 when much of
the town centre was destroyed. Like so many British
towns, it has undergone significant changes in the
post-war period.
The changes of the last sixty years have been
otherwise unprecedented being, in essence, the
result of enormous economic and social changes
in society at large. These changes have had very
considerable effects on the fabric, appearance
and character of the town to the point that it now
stands at something of a crossroads in its future
development.
Changes brought about by the ascendancy of the
motor car, global markets and trade, the emergence
of national and international retail chains, radical
changes in the building industry, including new
materials, the closure of traditional industries and
many other influences have all contributed to the
changes in the fabric of the town to the extent that
it now looks very different from the place seen in
old photographs, even those taken as recently as
the 1960s and 70s. Change continues apace, and
further major developments are envisaged including
the major expansion planned to the east of the town
(Stanton Cross) and potentially to the north.
National concern over damage to and loss of our
built heritage and the associated loss of local

distinctiveness has of course resulted in the adoption
of a range of protective legislation and other powers
including the setting up of Conservation Areas and
the listing of individual historic and meritorious
buildings of which examples are to be found in
Wellingborough.
However a major reappraisal is now underway within
the town that is closely associated with the town’s
Growth Area status and the development proposals
associated with this. Proposals for regeneration
of the town centre are set out in the Draft Area
Action Plan, and it includes a Public Realm Policy,
a Conservation Area Appraisal (that recommends
an enlargement of the area), and this Shop Front
and Advertisement Design Guide. Relevant to this
design guide is Policy WTC 6 – Shop Fronts. This
states that:
Policy WTC 6 – Shop Fronts
Within the town centre, new shop fronts and
advertisements should be designed to the highest
standard in terms of:i their relationship to both the local context and
the building of which they form a part;
ii the quality and durability of materials used;
iii the level and means of illumination.
Paragraph 5.3.10 identifies the council’s intention
to prepare design guidance, to be adopted as a
Supplementary Planning Document in pursuance of
this policy, that is the trigger for this guide.

The ultimate purpose of this guide is to closely
integrate this aspect of the urban environment into
the wider aims of the Core Spatial Strategy which
includes within its aims the improvement of the urban
environment, physically, socially and economically,
redressing many of the damaging effects seen today
as well as guarding against future inappropriate
change.
Whilst shop fronts and associated advertisements
are currently subject to planning control, it is
apparent from a review of the existing situation that
much could be done by way of improvement.
Shop fronts present a public face of retail, and
as such they inevitably seek to be eye-catching
to convey the nature of their business. At their
most extreme they can present aggressive visual
competition. The challenge must therefore be
to create an attractive and effective display that
meets the retailer’s aims but which ensures the
conservation of an historic urban setting and the
creation of an attractive and well-ordered street
scene.
This requires real sensitivity, but it should be
recognised that well designed shop fronts can serve
positively to enhance the character of a property
and to upgrade the appearance of those that are
less attractive. It also recognises that sensitive
design can be supportive of retail health and that the
creation of quality streets in an essentially historic
setting can improve the commercial viability of an
area.
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01.03
Purpose of the Design Guide

The purpose of this guide is therefore to encourage
greater care to be taken in shop front design and to
allow scope for imagination and flair and to ensure
that high standards of design are achieved and
maintained. It is to be a planning tool, for use by both
owners and operators of shops and similar premises
as well as the local planning authority.
It should be noted that this Design Guide applies
not only to historic buildings, but also to modern
frontages and it accepts that design responses
must not be so prescriptive as to prevent a truly
appropriate and/or imaginative response to each
individual situation.
This guide reviews the existing situation within the
town centre and identifies the basic features of a
shop front. It also sets out parameters within which
the designer is recommended to work. However
it must be stressed that the guide is not intended
to stifle imagination, or even innovation, but to
encourage sensitive solutions that will be able to
achieve planning permission with minimal delay.
The guide is at this stage a baseline report that
will be expanded to become on completion a
Supplementary Planning Document intended as
a material consideration in the determination of
planning applications.
In addition to improving the townscape environment
and shopping experience, the guidance set out
here also seeks to meet sustainable aims wherever
possible.
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01.04
Objectives

The Shop Front and Advertisement Guidance will
inform and guide improvements to shop fronts in
Wellingborough, and it will build upon the policies of
the North Northamptonshire Core Spatial Strategy
and Wellingborough Town Centre AAP. In so doing,
the guide seeks to realise the following objectives:

Key Objectives of the guide:
1. To improve the town centre’s image and make
it a more welcoming, attractive and memorable
place to use and enjoy.
2. To promote inclusive access, ensuring access
for everyone, regardless of age or ability.
3. To ensure that a thoughtful and coherent design
approach is followed based on an appreciation
of local character and heritage.
4. To create a legible town centre that is easy to
use and navigate.
5. To incorporate ‘secured by design’ principles to
ensure spaces are safe and appealing.
6. To ensure that proposals are as environmentally
benign as possible in the specification of
materials and the utilisation of energy.
7. To help protect the town centre’s vitality and
viability.
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02.01
Plan of commercial land uses
A1 - Shops
A2 - Financial & Professional Services
A3 - Restaurants & cafes

This plan
shows the commercial land
A4 - Drinking Establishments
uses within
Wellingborough Town
A5 - Hot Food Take-away
Centre.
B1 - Business
B2 - General Industry
C1- Hotels
C2 - Residential institutions
D1 - Non-Residential institutions
D2 - Assembly and Leisure
Sui Generis
Vacant
Town Centre Boundary

KEY:
A1 - Shops
A2 - Financial & Professional Services
A3 - Restaurants & cafes
A4 - Drinking Establishments
A5 - Hot Food Take-away
B1 - Business
B2 - General Industry
C1- Hotels
C2 - Residential institutions
D1 - Non-Residential institutions
D2 - Assembly and Leisure
Sui Generis
Vacant
© Crown Copyright. All rights reserved. Borough Council of Wellingborough. Licence 100018694 2008.

Town Centre Boundary

Commercial land uses, Wellingborough Town Centre.
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02.02
Heritage assets
Wellingborough town centre contains
many listed building and other unlisted
buildings that make an important
contribution to the character and
Key
appearance
of the town centre. Many
of these
contain
shop fronts. This plan
Existing
Conservation
Areaand status of the
identifies
the location
listed buildings within the town centre
Town Centre
area and
also those unlisted buildings
Boundary
considered to be of townscape merit.
Grade I

The existing Town Centre Conservation
Grade
Areas is
alsoII*shown, although it
should be noted that a review of this
Grade II
conservation area is underway and its
boundaries
may
be revised.
Building
of townKey
KEY:

scape merit

Scheduled Ancient

Existing
Monument (SAM)
Conservation Area
Listed Walls

Town Centre
Boundary
Grade I
Grade II*
Grade II

Building of townscape merit
© Crown Copyright. All rights reserved. Borough Council of Wellingborough. Licence 100018694 2008.

Listed Buildings, Buildings of Townscape Merit and the Wellingborough Town Centre Conservation Area

Scheduled Ancient
Monument (SAM)
Listed Walls
N
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03.01
Review of shopping streets
Location plan
This plan shows, in diagrammatic
form, the locations of the
main shopping streets within
Wellingborough Town Centre.
On the following pages each street
is described, and a range of shop
fronts from the street are considered
in relation to their host buildings
and presented on a graded scale
according to their sensitivity.

KEY:
Market
Place

N

N

© Crown Copyright. All rights reserved. Borough Council of Wellingborough. Licence 100018694 2008.

Location of main shopping streets, Wellingborough Town Centre.
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03.01
Review of shopping streets
Market Street (pedestrianised)
• This area covers the pedestrianised section of Market
Street including Pebble Lane, Market Place and the
front of the Swansgate Shopping Centre.
• This stretch of Market Street presents a busy and
lively environment and a welcome relief from the
noise and hazards of traffic for pedestrians. At its
southern end there are trees and hanging baskets
softening the otherwise hard urban environment. Two
large mosaics (far right) and a series of curved steps
(right) add interest to the paving.
• The architectural quality and range of styles this
street presents is varied. The street is largely a mix of
Victorian/Edwardian and post-war architecture.
• Building heights are predominantly 2 to 3 storey, but
on a range of scales. The exception is the market
place, with its single storey stalls.
• On one side, this section of Market Street opens out
onto the market place and All Hallow’s Churchyard,
both important open spaces for the town. This,
coupled with the pedestrianised nature of this section
of Market Street, give this area a character different to
any of the other main shopping streets discussed.

View along part of Market Street from outside numbers 1 - 4 Market Street.

One of the mosaics on Market Street.

02 picture title

8 and 9 Market Street
These shop fronts have little relation to one
another let alone to the host building. The signs
are at different heights, scarcely using the
fascia provided by the host building. Vertical
elements are not continued between storeys.
The security grille creates a dead frontage.

10 and 11 Market Street
The deep overhang darkens the shop
entrance. The shop sign is large and garish. Its
windows are obscured by posters etc, making
the shop front less inviting as one cannot see
the activity and goods inside.

LESS SENSITIVE
SHOP FRONT TREATMENT

The Swansgate Centre, entrance
The entrance is marked by a large triangular
roof. The blue of the sign is continued along
the canopied roof edges, showing these shops
are part of the centre. The doors appear
small next to the large roof, and there is some
signage clutter on columns and doors.

15 Market Street
The cornice and some consoles and corbels
are retained, but the fascia and shop front
are somewhat generic in style and materials.
Vertical divisions are carried through to the
ground, making some connection with the host
building.

13 and 14 Market Street
Although the shop front is fairly generic in
style, the harmful impact on the host building is
somewhat lessened by the projecting second
storey and the wooden columns. Projecting
signage is limited to one small wall-mounted
sign on a sensitive bracket.

48 Market Street
Minimal signage means that the building
reads as an uninterrupted whole with the
façade continuing to ground level as originally
intended. There is one small wall-mounted
projecting sign for distance views, and small
plaques on either side of the door.

MORE SENSITIVE
SHOP FRONT TREATMENT
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03.01
Review of shopping streets
Market Street
• The area considered here is limited to the trafficked
section of Market Street. The pedestrianised section
is dealt with separately on the previous page.
• Buildings are predominantly 2.5 to 3 storey and are
set against the back edge of the pavement. The road
is not particularly wide, giving the street a strong
sense of enclosure.
• There are many Buildings of Note along this section
of Market Street, and historic and interesting
architectural details include chimneys, decorative
dormer windows in various forms, oriel windows,
pilasters, moulded panels and friezes at first floor
level, decorative corbels and consoles, and recessed
doorways.

View north along Market Street from the edge of the pedestrianised section
and corner of Midland Road.

View south down Market Street towards the Swansgate Shopping Centre,
from Gloucester Place.

02 picture title

27 and 28 Market Street
The original ground floor has been removed
and the replacement fascia is very deep, with
large lettering, making the shop front appear
top-heavy. The fascia also runs across the
bottom of some of the first floor windows,
hiding the sills from view.

29 and 29a Market Street
The mixture of materials and styles here mean
this façade appears untidy and disjointed and
the external security grille at no.29 presents
a dead frontage to the street. The small roof
above no.29a (Sylvester Jewellers) introduces
a completely foreign element.

LESS SENSITIVE
SHOP FRONT TREATMENT

32 Market Street
Many original features are retained on this
shop front, such as the decorative bracket
mouldings and colonettes. However, the
posters stuck to the windows form a poor
quality display, closing off the façade. The
fascia projects outward appearing rather heavy.

20 Market Street
This fascia is quite deep,
overlapping the original
cornice which seems to have
been partly removed, and
making the pilasters above
appear unsupported.

21 and 21a Market Street
These fascias are contained
within the original framework,
however the shop fronts lack
the quality of detailing of the
host building.

16a Market Street
This example is generally
pleasing and sensitive, taking
into account some traditional
shop front design principles,
although the modern
timberwork is rather heavy.

23 and 24 Market Street
This building is grade II* listed and with both
shops the fascias have been left uncluttered,
with the shop name instead being displayed
on the door, in the case of no. 23, and in the
recessed entrance, in the case of no. 24.

MORE SENSITIVE
SHOP FRONT TREATMENT
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03.01
Review of shopping streets
Cambridge Street
• Generally pleasant shopping street with a slightly
curved alignment of buildings adding interest
and affording longer views of the shop fronts and
projecting signs.
• Buildings are generally of a moderate condition, with
one or two of better quality or architectural interest
than the rest. However, the treatment of the shop front
is not always correlative.
• With one notable exception, buildings are set against
the back edge of the pavement. The pavements are
fairly narrow and the resulting sense of enclosure
experienced by the pedestrian is increased by the
presence of cars parked in kerb-side bays, signage
and dustbins as well as A-boards.
• Buildings are of modest scale, predominantly 2 storey,
with some single storey and 3 storey buildings and
varying ridge and eave heights.
• Some dramatic variation in heights of neighbouring
fascia boards leads to a lack of continuity and a less
contiguous streetscene, but it does add a sense of
vitality that reflects the individuality of the buildings
themselves.

View along Cambridge Street from the corner with Market Street at
Gloucester Place.

View along Cambridge Street from the junction with Victoria Road.

02 picture title

1 to 3 Cambridge Street
The external security grilles create dead
frontages and the materials used to clad the
shop fronts bear little resemblance to the
character of the host building.

5 Cambridge Street
The large display windows and regular vertical
orientation of the tiles used to clad this shop
front are incongruous with the pattern of the
local stone and proportions of the host building.

LESS SENSITIVE
SHOP FRONT TREATMENT

41a and 41b Cambridge Street
These two shop fronts share the same host
building and are arranged regularly as are the
first floor windows above. The use of brick
on the ground floor helps to tie the façade
together, although it lacks the detailing present
in the original upper storey brickwork.

8 Cambridge Street
Although the colours are somewhat garish,
the original architectural features have been
maintained. The use of a consistent colour
palette on both storeys means the façade
reads as a whole, however, the security
devices, signs and aerials clutter the façade.

14 Cambridge Street
The curved shop front is fitting for the period
of the host building (1907) and the sign is
displayed sensitively within the confines of the
frieze. The replacement windows (1st floor) are
less sensitive, when compared to the original
examples to the left.

38 Cambridge Street
This shop sign is bright and distinctive, yet
contained within the original frieze. Other
notable details are the decorative tiled
threshold and fanlight over the door displaying
the shop number.

MORE SENSITIVE
SHOP FRONT TREATMENT
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03.01
Review of shopping streets
Silver Street
• Silver Street links Sheep Street to High Street and
has a slightly curved alignment.
• Buildings are set against the back edge of the
pavement. Heights vary, as do the scales of the
buildings, but are mostly 2 and 3 storey. The street
has a strong sense of enclosure.
• Building condition and architectural condition is
predominantly moderate, with one or two buildings in
poorer condition than others. There is one grade II*
listed building.
• Silver Street has a wide range of commercial uses.

View of the northern side of Silver Street, looking towards Sheep Street.

View of the southern side of Silver Street looking in the direction of Sheep
Street.

02 picture title

17 and 17b Silver Street
There is often a dramatic variation in fascia
heights between neighbours, even those
sharing the same host building. Shop
entrances are angled away from the street and
appear quite dark. The host building’s poor
condition does not improve the shop fronts.

12 Silver Street
This shop front uses two fascias of unequal
sizes which looks untidy. The colour of the
paint is very intense when used on an area this
large, and the ground floor is painted beyond
the vertical edge of the floor above, (on left
hand side) affecting the overall composition.

LESS SENSITIVE
SHOP FRONT TREATMENT

11a and 11b Silver Street
Although the cornice and pilasters
framing the ground floor survive, the
shop sign is placed over the original
fascia. Its materials and lettering
style jar with the character of the host
building.

1a and 3 Silver Street
Although these shop fronts share the
same host building, the fascia depths are
dramatically different, and several other
elements do not align or relate to one another
other, creating an untidy and disjointed building
façade.

16 Silver Street (corner)
The fascia is slender yet contains a clear
nameplate in a traditional style. The location
provides quite an attractive corner entrance,
but simple details such as the modest pilasters,
transoms and mullions all help to create a
pleasing and appropriate shop front.

1 Silver Street
Signs are limited to two small wall-mounted
signs (one pictured), plaques either side of the
door and individual letters over the door and
on the entablature. Housing advertisements
are displayed neatly within the divisions of the
window although the door is more cluttered.

MORE SENSITIVE
SHOP FRONT TREATMENT
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03.01
Review of shopping streets
Sheep Street
• Sheep Street begins at the Hind Hotel and the
entrance to the pedestrianised section of Market
Street opposite, and runs down to the junction with
Doddington Road comprising a varied mixture of
historic and modern development.
• Building heights are predominantly 3 storey, with
some 2 storey and frequent variations in scale due to
the different building ages and typologies.
• Commercial uses vary from pubs, restaurants and
takeaways to hair and nail studios, with one side of
the Swansgate Shopping Centre also facing onto
Sheep Street. However, the most prevalent business
category on Sheep Street is financial and professional
services and there are a cluster of estate agents,
property letting agents, mortgage services and
solicitors.
• Buildings are set directly on the back edge of
pavements, the widths of which are variable but
mostly generous. The street is traffic-dominated, as
it forms part of the main spine from London Road to
Broad Green and beyond.

View of Sheep Street looking in the direction of London Road.

View of Sheep Street looking back towards the Hind Hotel.

02 picture title

1 Sheep Street
The fascia board on this shop front is too deep,
and consequently appears excessively heavy.
The materials used on the ground floor have
no relation to those of the host building and
there is no connection between the shop front
and upper storeys.

7 and 8 Sheep Street
The fascia of no.7 (Mortgage Shop) appears
too heavy, especially when viewed at this
angle. The cornice is retained at no.8, but the
fascia projects too far downwards, concealing
the consoles. The blinds and posters stuck to
the glass create an untidy shop front.

LESS SENSITIVE
SHOP FRONT TREATMENT

32a to 36 Sheep Street
The decorative corbels have been maintained,
however, the fascias of no.s 32 and 33 project
below the line of the original fascia which would
have been contained within the area bounded
by the corbels.

21 to 26c Sheep Street
The variation in heights and styles of fascias
means that this parade of shops seems a little
disjointed, and the modern reflective materials
used for the fascias and shop fronts bear
no relationship to the local stone of the host
buildings.

27 Sheep Street
Here the fascias are of a modest scale and
contained within the original framework,
leaving the central section uncluttered so that
the door remains prominent. This maintains the
building’s symmetry and unites the shop front
with the upper floors.

36 to 38 Sheep Street
These fascias are appropriate in style and
scale to the host buildings, fitting within the
original architectural framework, which is
largely maintained. Details such as the lettering
styles are also carefully designed to be
sensitive to the host building.

MORE SENSITIVE
SHOP FRONT TREATMENT
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03.01
Review of shopping streets
High Street
• The southern part of the High Street begins just past
the junction with Oxford Street, and it is in this first
section, up to the junction with Church Street, that
it has the greatest sense of enclosure. Beyond this,
the road begins to widen until it reaches the War
Memorial at the southern tip of Broad Green.
• Buildings are set against the back edge of the
pavement, with one or two exceptions nearer the
northern end. The pavement width becomes greater
as the road itself widens. The building line breaks
down in places as the road widens out, with notable
gaps on the corners of Jackson’s Lane and St. John’s
Street partly filled by large freestanding billboards
(see view along High Street, far right).
• The High Street presents a mix of building heights,
predominantly 2 to 3 storey, with some single and
some 3.5 storey. However, the scale of the buildings
is larger than on some other shopping streets,
especially the scale of the shop fronts.
• The High Street contains a high proportion of Listed
Buildings and Buildings of Note. However, the
treatment of the shop fronts generally does not reflect
the quality of the buildings.

View up the High Street from opposite the junction with Church Way.

View along the High Street from the corner of St. John’s Street.

02 picture title

32 High Street
This façade is rather confusing and the building
as a whole has little apparent rhythm. The
mixture of colours and materials does not help
and the sign is placed quite low on the façade,
almost overlapping a window.

1b to 1d High Street
The external security shutters used after trading
hours create dead frontages and are out of
character with the host building. Some of the
materials used in fascias and canopies are
reflective and prove difficult to read from certain
angles or in adverse weather conditions.

LESS SENSITIVE
SHOP FRONT TREATMENT

1b to 1d High Street
The heights of these fascias, whilst relating
fairly well to one another, are over-large,
making the shop fronts appear heavy. This
effect is exacerbated by the dark doorways,
caused partly by the diagonal orientation of the
façades and an inappropriate Dutch blind which
appears visually obtrusive.

41 to 42 High Street
The fascia here is wide and does not
acknowledge the vertical subdivisions of
the building above. However, the lettering is
simple, effective and in proportion with the
sign. Ground floor columns provide visual
support but the shop front is generally plain
and lacks detailing or interest.

8 High Street
This shop front is not particularly sensitive
to the building it occupies; the ground floor
bearing no relationship to the attractive first
floor windows. The signs have taken over a
large proportion of the display window area
and from certain angles, light reflections make
the posters and the fascia difficult to read.

43 High Street
The original features seem to have been
maintained and the decorative moulded
colonettes add interest, relief and texture to
the façade. Though the cornice continues
along neighbouring shop fronts (i.e. Swinton),
unfortunately there is a break in it over no.43.

MORE SENSITIVE
SHOP FRONT TREATMENT
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03.01
Review of shopping streets
Midland Road
• Midland Road is a busy car-dominated road and as
such is not a particularly pleasant environment for the
pedestrian.
• Starting at the junction with Market Street, the side of
the Swansgate Shopping Centre forms a monolithic,
largely blank frontage running a considerable way
along the southern side of the retail section of Midland
Road, with a poor relationship to the level of the
pavement.
• The northern side of Midland Road comprises a
number of smaller shops with an abundance of
takeaways, cafes/restaurants and food retailers with a
plethora of unrelated, large and garish signage.
• Building heights are predominantly 2 - 3 storey.
However, the shopping centre with its bulky massing
gives the impression of being of an even larger scale.
Many of the smaller shops on the northern side of the
road have a projecting single storey shop front, hiding
the upper storey(s) from the view of the pedestrian.
• The architectural and physical condition of retail
buildings along Midland Road is generally indifferent.

View up Midland Road towards Market Street, with the telephone exchange
towering over neighbouring shops.

View up Midland Road from the pavement beside All Saints’ Church.

02 picture title

The Swansgate Shopping Centre
The side of the shopping centre running
down the southern side of Midland Road is
rather monolithic, with frequent stretches of
blank frontage. The canopy seen here, whilst
providing shelter, also creates a darkened
façade which can appear uninviting.

Parade of shops, 27 to 51 Midland Road
These shop fronts project forward, partly hiding
the upper storeys of the host building. The
external security grille at no.49 creates a dead
frontage, and the variation in heights of fascia
boards and projecting signs creates a confused
and disordered streetscene.

LESS SENSITIVE
SHOP FRONT TREATMENT

5 Midland Road
This building is out of context with its
neighbours, being only 2 storey and of a much
more modest scale. The way in which it is set
back also breaks down the building line and
the blinds, internal and external bars create a
closed-off frontage.

1 to 3 Midland Road
Some features are retained here such as the
canopied doorway between the shop fronts,
the cornice at no.1 (Burton) and pilasters
which frame no.3 (Ladbrokes). However, the
treatment of fascias and windows is over-large
and insensitive.

No high quality shop fronts on
Midland Road

MORE SENSITIVE
SHOP FRONT TREATMENT
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03.01
Review of shopping streets
Oxford Street
• Generally pleasant street with a range of shop types
and land uses. The street is fairly wide, and the
building line breaks down in places which contributes
to a more open feel, especially beyond Sharman
Road, and as one begins to travel out of the town
centre.
• Oxford Street contains a mix of historic buildings and
modern development such as the Morrisons store,
which, for a modern supermarket is notably sensitively
handled along this frontage.
• Building heights are predominantly 2 and 3 storey.
• As a whole, the quality of shop fronts along Oxford
Street is high, with many original features retained.
In particular, many original façades are retained
down to the street level, rather than, as is more
common, ground floor shop fronts being insensitively
modernised or replaced entirely.
View along Oxford Street from just beyond the junction with High Street and
Silver Street.

View back along Oxford Street towards the junction with High Street and
Silver Street.
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60a to 60d Oxford Street
This façade is inappropriate as it bears no
relationship to its host building. The materials
used and the scale of the fascia are wholly out
of character.

1 and 1a Oxford Street
The vertical elements on these shop fronts do
not relate very successfully to the host building.
The materials used to clad the shop front of
no.1 also contrast strongly with the original
decorative brick façade.

LESS SENSITIVE
SHOP FRONT TREATMENT

2 to 5 Oxford Street
Morrisons is, by the nature of its use, a large
building of a different scale from the traditional
town centre surroundings. However, the mass
of the building is broken down by the columns,
and the pitched roofs also help to lessen the
impact of its overall size.

50 to 53 Oxford Street
This small parade of shops reads fairly well as
a group, due largely to the preserved cornice
running the length of the row, the repetition of
corbels, consoles and recessed doorways with
tiled thresholds. Only one fascia projects up
too far, interrupting the cornice.

12 to 14 Oxford Street
The shop front retains many original features
such as the moulded architrave. The use of
a consistent colour palette for both the shop
front and oriel windows above helps to unite
the façade.

58 Oxford Street
The moulded architrave is retained on this
pleasant corner entrance although the Dutch
blinds on either side visually dominate the
facade. A consistent colour scheme is used
throughout, unifying the stallriser, colonettes,
signs and doors.

MORE SENSITIVE
SHOP FRONT TREATMENT
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03.01
Review of shopping streets
Herriotts Lane
• Herriotts Lane is a quiet street with a mixture
of residential and commercial uses, although
its character is compromised by demolition and
redevelopment on the west side.
• Commercial uses are varied and include a restaurant,
cafe, fish & chip shop, tailor, pharmacy, electrical
goods retailer and a barbershop.
• Buildings are generally of a moderate condition,
with a number of Victorian/Edwardian and pre-war
examples.
• Buildings are of modest scale and are predominantly
2 storey.
• Building setbacks and the angle of the façades to
the street varies along the length of Herriotts Lane,
and the road itself varies in width, becoming wide
enough in the middle to incorporate parking bays.
Consequently the lane has a stronger sense of
enclosure at either end than in the middle section.

View along Herriotts Lane from the junction with Havelock Street.

View along Herriotts Lane from the junction with Church Street.

02 picture title

4 Herriotts Lane
The blank frontage of the pharmacy makes
the façade look closed off and defensive even
during trading hours. This is unfortunate and is
damaging to the character of both the building
and the lane.

12 Herriotts Lane
The height of the fascia is somewhat out of
proportion, and this is made more noticeable
by the fact that it contains large blank areas.
The entrance is set back but is not emphasised
as much as the windows which are dominated
by the presence of inappropriate Dutch blinds.

LESS SENSITIVE
SHOP FRONT TREATMENT

11a Herriotts Lane
This shop front is set back a little from the line
of the street. The fascia is perhaps too large,
reaching up to the sill of the first floor window
above, but as the building itself is not of a
distinctive character the shop front’s effect is
less negative than it might otherwise be.

Corner of Herriotts Lane and Salem Lane
This shop front is rather pleasant with it’s
external window box flower displays and
cottage-style ground floor window. However,
the fascia board is rather deep for the scale of
the building.

2 Great Park Street (corner on Herriotts Lane)
The original brick is retained down to the level
of the stallriser at the corner entrance which
ties both storeys together. The fascia is of a
scale sensitive to the host building.

1 Great Park Street (corner on Herriotts Lane)
Original features are maintained here, such
as the clock, date plaque and shutters. The
colour scheme complements the red brick and
the sewing machine emblem on the fanlight
provides a clear illustration of the type of
service offered, accompanying the written sign.

MORE SENSITIVE
SHOP FRONT TREATMENT
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03.01
Review of shopping streets
Various streets
• Other streets within the town centre boundary with
some commercial uses include Alma Street, Cannon
Street, Church Street, Commercial Way, Harrowden
Road, Havelock (inc. Upper Havelock) Street, St.
John’s Street and Victoria Road. Typically these
streets include a mix of commercial and other land
uses, predominantly residential.
• It is difficult to define the character of these streets
as they are so diverse. For example, Commercial
Way contains no shop fronts as such, but is faced
on one side by the back of the Swansgate Shopping
Centre and on the other by a multi storey car park,
both large-scale modern developments, whereas
Havelock (inc. Upper Havelock) Street largely
comprises Victorian/Edwardian terraces with one or
two commercial uses on corner plots.
• Commercial uses are varied and include takeaways,
pubs, clubs, charity shops, car showrooms
and garages, salons, betting shops, a chemist,
photographer, book shop/picture framer and
launderette, as well as larger scale (and often
out-of-town-centre) uses such as a suite and bed
shop, supermarket (Aldi, Victoria Road), large-scale
clothing retailer (Matalan, Victoria Road) and several
community halls.

View of Commercial Way from Sheep Street.

View along Alma Street from the junction with Park Road.

02 picture title

Commercial Way
The back of the shopping centre runs down
one side of Commercial Way, facing the
multi-storey car park. This is an entirely blank
frontage on a large scale and creates a dark,
unpleasant environment.

5 to 7 Cannon Street
These fascias are all at different heights and
some even obscure the original frieze and its
lettering. The materials used in the shop fronts
and signs are incongruous with those of their
host building.

LESS SENSITIVE
SHOP FRONT TREATMENT

1 Upper Havelock Street
This fascia is too deep and consequently
it appears to be top-heavy. It also projects
outward enough to overshadow the shop
windows considerably.

16 Cannon Street
Another simple but attractive shop front with
cornice, brackets and pilasters appropriately
proportioned for the building. The design
is spoiled by an obtrusive roller shutter box
which is disproportionate and has become the
substitute fascia.

72 Cannon Street
An attractive timber shop front of simple design
with cornice and brackets, good lettering in
proportion with the fascia. Traditional recessed
entrance with stallrisers. An unsightly roller
shutter box has been added to the fascia.

32a Havelock Street
(corner with George Street and Herriotts Lane)

In need of repair, but excellent elements of
the original shop front remain, including the
emblem on the fanlight, moulded cornice and
decorative pilasters. The modern sign is in
scale but uses poor materials and typeface.

MORE SENSITIVE
SHOP FRONT TREATMENT
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03.02
Review of shop front details
No. 38 Cambridge Street
Shop front framework
Original framework appears
to have been left largely
intact, including cornice.
Brick stallriser is fairly bare,
but in proportion.

Finishes
The white and cream paint
used on the shop fronts
of both 38 and 38a is
congruous with the upper
floor windows.

Fascia
The original frieze is
retained. The shop
sign and security alarm
are contained within
its confines. The alarm
therefore has minimal
visual impact.

Displays
Lettering and posters on
the windows are generally
unobtrusive, though, if
increased, would start to
limit visual permeability
which could result in
the shop appearing less
inviting, and reducing
natural light to the interior.

Materials
The local stone of the host
building continues through
to the ground floor either
side of the shop front,
providing continuity.

Details
Decorative tiled threshold
retained. Fanlight over the
door contains the shop
number, as is traditional.
Moulded corbels, consoles
and pilasters are retained.

38 Cambridge Street

Contemporary use and graphics are well integrated within a traditional building. Shop looks appealing
and contemporary yet it is appropriate to the character, proportions, materials and colours of the
building.
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03.02
Review of shop front details
No. 58 Oxford Street
Shop front framework
Original framework
appears to have been left
largely intact, including the
moulded architrave. The
colonettes and canopies
on the shop windows either
side of the central door
balance the shop front. The
original shop front retains
its integrity but has been
marred by later additons.

Finishes
The green and cream
colour scheme is used
throughout resulting in a
coherent shop front.
Displays
Window displays are partly
hidden from view by the
Dutch blinds. Hanging
baskets of flowers either
side of the entrance provide
a simple but attractive
display.

Fascia
Additional fascias added
above the shop front due to
inappropriate Dutch blinds
obscuring the windows and
original fascia. Extraneous
Interflora sign also present.
Together these features
give the building a cluttered
appearance, dominated
by advertising. are too
high and look unsightly. (A
modest fascia under the
canopy would suffice, to act
as the main shop sign).
Materials
Original materials retained
in the shop front. However,
the opening fanlight seems
to be a replacement.

Details
The mouldings of the
colonettes are picked out in
dark green paint, matching
the shop’s colour scheme.
The architrave emphasises
the entrance successfully
although the canopies
dominate the appearance
of the shop front.

58 Oxford Street
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03.02
Review of shop front details
Nos. 32 and 33 Sheep Street
Shop front framework
The original ground floor
of this building has been
completely replaced by
these two modern shop
fronts. However, the central
door of no.32 (left) does
reflect the fenestration
above.

Finishes
The shop front finishes are
typically modern but the
colour of both shop fronts
is reflected in the dark blue
paint finish of the windows
on the upper storeys,
providing some relationship
between shop fronts and
host building.

Fascia
The fascias of both shops,
though particularly of no.32
(left), project below the
line of the corbels, which
looks untidy. Inappropriate
folded aluminium materials
attached over the original
fascia and cornice, hiding
these details.

Display
The windows and doors
of no.32 (left) are busy
with posters, stickers and
information, although it is
arranged neatly.
Details
The level and quality of
detailing in the decorative
corbels and brickwork of
the host building is not
matched or acknowledged
in the modern shop fronts.

Materials
There is no continuity of
materials between the first
floor (host building) and
ground floor (shop fronts).
32 and 33 Sheep Street
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03.02
Review of shop front details
Nos. 5 to 7 Cannon Street
Shop front framework
A significant part of the
original and interesting
framework appears to have
been removed or covered
over by signs and fascias.

Finishes
The reflective materials and
bright colours used in the
fascias are incongruous
with the character and
materials of the host
building. The graphic styles
are also incongruous.

Fascia
The fascias of the two
businesses are set at
dramatically different
heights even though they
occupy a single host
building. In the central and
right-hand portions of the
facade, the fascias are
placed over the original
frieze, obscuring the
lettering.

Windows
Large expanses of sheet
glass, such as in the central
portion of the facade, do
not fit with the character
of the building and make it
appear top-heavy.

Details
The level and quality of
detailing present in the
pediment and balustrade
of the host building is not
matched in the modern
shop fronts.

Materials
Some original materials are
retained in the shop front.
However, the replacement
materials are fundamentally
insensitive to the original
building.
5 to 7 Cannon Street
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03.02
Review of shop front details
Nos. 27 to 28 High Street
Finishes
Painted timber finishes
are appropriate and other
elements are coloured to
match. The colouring and
finishes of the shop front
bear little relation to the
host building.

Shop front framework
Robust uprights at either
side. A deep fascia seen
above low stallrisers results
in a top heavy appearance.
Fascia
The fascia is large and
appears out of proportion
with the host building. The
original fascia is probably
still located behind the
modern addition, although
the arrangement of
capitals suggests it would
have comprised two or
more signs contained by
pilsaters (now removed.
The lettering is large and
flat and somewhat out of
proportion.
Materials
The shop front stallriser
and central column is brick,
Traditional painted timber
is seen on the original
elements of the shop
front which are retained.
Inappropriate plastic fascia
and aluminium frame.
inappropriate to the host
building.

Display
Wide expanses of glass
with no vertical subdivision
give the impression of the
building above is largely
unsupported.

27 to 28 Market Street

Details
Remnants of the period
shop front remain, including
pilasters, capitals and
the cornice, although
everything contained within
these features has been
replaced. Exposed metal
shutter boxes appear
unsightly although these do
have a painted rather than
a bare metal finish.
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03.03
Review of street context
Market Street (pedestrianised)
There has been much insensitive mid
to late 20th century redevelopment
in the Market Street area. This has
resulted in some marked contrasts
that are reflected in shop front
treatments.
In this instance the modern building
housing the NatWest bank respects
the height and floor levels of the
adjacent building, although clearly not
in architectural style or materials.
The vertical banding on the building,
including the ribbed concrete panels,
gives it some individuality, but this
is sadly ignored in the treatment of
the ground front, the design of which
exists completely out of context with
the host building.
Whilst a simple and contemporary
treatment would be appropriate in this
context, the ground floor front does
not acknowledge the defining vertical
bands and introduces red brick that
in wholly out of place in the context of
the host building.

View east along Cambridge Street from Gloucester Place.

Note how, on the far building, the
whole depth of the original front has
been retained and the front has been
inserted within and set back behind
the supporting columns.
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03.03
Review of street context
Market Street
This is a well-composed traditional
street, although many ground floor
shop fronts have been replaced by
modern examples. Consequently,
there are very few instances where
the original building facade continues
down to street level.
The buildings seen here are often set
out in a consistent pattern with their
neighbours, but with clear divisions.
Whilst the modern shop fronts also
have a certain degree of consistency,
they are not punctuated in the same
way as the host buildings.
The fascias seen in this view,
although sometimes relating well in
proportion to one another, are out of
proportion with their host buildings.
On many fascias there are large areas
of blank colour, and in several cases
the signage is far too deep, extending
right up to the foot of the first floor
windows.
Generally, there is a lack of detailing
in the shop signage found on this
street, which fails to acknowledge the
often high quality detailing of the host
buildings.

View north along Market Street towards Gloucester Place
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03.03
Review of street context
Cambridge Street
Although the majority of buildings
along Cambridge Street are 2 to 3
storey, the floor to ceiling heights
vary enormously. This results in a
variation in the heights of shop fronts,
fascias and hanging signs along the
length of the street. Whilst this may
normally be a distracting feature, in
the case of Cambridge Street it adds
to the busyness and is essential to the
individual character of the street.
Shop fascias on Cambridge Street are
generally well-contained within the
confines of the cornice and shop front
framework, although some projecting
fascias are distracting and appear
untidy in views along the street.
The streetscape appears to have
been enhanced, and visual clutter
such as overhead cables are not
prevalent.

View west along Cambridge Street.
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03.03
Review of street context
Silver Street
This street has an unfortunate
abundance of low quality shop fronts
which have none of the elegance,
detail or proportion of their host
buildings.
Often shops sharing the same host
building are uncoordinated, creating
an unnecessarily untidy effect.
The prevalence of solid security
shutters and projecting fascias is
damaging to the character of the
street as well as the individual
building.
The use of sheet materials, for
example, large expanses of glass,
destroys the connection the shop front
should have with its host building.
This is especially true of shops with
floor to ceiling windows, where the
stallriser is either inadequate or
altogether absent.

View along Silver Street towards Sheep Street.
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03.03
Review of street context
Midland Road
This parade of shops in Midland
Road is characterised by the single
storey shop fronts which extend
forwards from their host buildings. The
profusion of clutter (alarms, satellite
dishes, aerials etc.) combines with
the projecting fascia boards and
signs to create an extremely untidy
streetscene.
Whilst the fascias and shop fronts in
this parade are all of a similar type,
there are irregularities in proportion,
colour, graphics, height, depth and
projection of the fascia. It can be seen
again that solid security shutters and
posters obscuring shop windows can
create closed off shop fronts.
Conversely it could be argued that the
approach is not wholly inappropriate
in the case of Midland Road. The
quality of buildings on this street is
low, and in many ways the garish
fascias provide a certain character
and liveliness in an otherwise dead
edge of town centre area.
The most important point raised by
this example is that the appropriate
treatment of signage and shop front
design varies considerably in relation
to the character of the host building.
View west along Midland Road towards Market Street.
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03.04
Summary of principal issues

• Inappropriate design of shop front in relation to
the character and proportion of the building.
• Fascias are often too deep, making the shop
front appear top-heavy and often covering or
partly covering existing windows or architectural
elements such as the cornice, corbels, or
original frieze.
• Shop fronts with large plate glass windows or
doors with a large proportion of glass can ruin
the original symmetry and proportions of a
building.
• Careless positioning of entrances can also harm
the symmetry of the host building.
• Inappropriate design of shop front in relation to
wider street context.
• Shop fronts are often of generic style, materials
and detailing which can be harmful not only
to the character of the building they occupy,
but also to the character of the street. This
is particularly true of historic buildings and
streetscenes.
• The position of a shop front in relation to others
in the same street can have a damaging effect if
it is not considered in terms of its context.
• In some instances, the intended composition
of a run of buildings is undermined by a lack
of consideration of context in the design of
shop fronts. For example, a parade of shops
where the shop fronts show no coordination can
appear confusing and untidy.

• Use of inappropriate materials in relation to the
host building and location.
• Use of inappropriate materials in the shop front
itself, especially where an original shop front has
been entirely or substantially replaced, can have
a harmful effect on the host building, leading to
a lack of visual connection between the upper
and lower storeys. Examples of such materials
are uPVC replacement windows, plastics and
aluminium frames etc.
• The ubiquitous reflective plastic fascias on
shop fronts are distracting and, in most cases,
harmful to the character of the host buildings
and streetscene.
• Replacement of original shop fronts and loss of
details.
• There are many examples of the removal of
original shop fronts and their replacement with
inappropriate modern designs where, often,
doors and windows are out of proportion with
those of the host building.
• The concealment of original details is also
an issue. In many cases the original fascia is
hidden beneath a modern replacement, often in
plastic with an insensitive graphics style.
• Other examples of concealment of details are
where corbels or cornices are hidden beneath
a modern fascia. Shop fronts can consequently
appear much plainer than the upper storeys of
the building.

• Addition of inappropriate features.
• Clutter on the shop front can detract from the
character of a historic host building or a wellproportioned original shop front. CCTV cameras,
security alarms, satellite dishes, aerials, security
lights and extractor units can lead to a cluttered
facade, and affect the overall composition of a
shop front.
• External security shutters, particularly the solid
variety, are prevalent and harmful not only
to the building to which they are fixed, but to
the character of the streetscene. They create
dead frontages and this is a particular issue
with certain types of business which do not
open during normal trading hours, for example
takeaway restaurants. In these instances, the
shutters create a night-time effect during the
day. The shutters are also often poorly located
on the building’s facade.
• Poor evening and night illumination.
• Night illumination of shop fronts in
Wellingborough is generally very limited. This
can appear uninviting and lead to wider issues
of security and the sense of welcome.
• This issue is closely associated with the use of
solid external security shutters, as these create
closed-off, dark steel facades at night with a
complete lack of display.
• No significant disabled access issues.
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03.04
Summary of principal issues

• Other associated signage.
• Hanging and projecting signs, where they
exist, are rather unimaginatively handled, but
reasonably well controlled in terms of their scale
and obtrusiveness.
• Signage in shop windows is more prevalent,
and where posters or signs obscure the window
display or views into the shop, they can be
harmful to the overall character of the shop front
and host building.
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03.05
The next steps

This Baseline Report provide a snapshot of the
current situation in the town centre in terms of
the standard of its existing shop fronts and the
issues associated with their design and quality. A
Stakeholder Consultation Workshop will also be
held in October 2008 to further contribute to the
work of the baseline study.
The issues to have emerged from this process
will be used to help inform the content of the
forthcoming Draft Shop Front and Advertisement
Design Guide.
The draft design guide document will be the
subject to public consultation before being refined
and adopted by the Council.
As part of the preparation of a Supplementary
Planning Document it is a requirement to also
prepare a Sustainability Appraisal (SA). The
purpose of an SA is to promote sustainable
development through better integration of
sustainability considerations into the preparation of
a planning document. This will also be subject to
public consultation.

The next steps are as follows:
- Preparation of the Sustainability Appraisal Scoping
Report: September 2008
- Consultation on the Scoping Report: September to
October 2008
- Preparation of the Draft Shop Front and Advertisement
Design Guide: October to January 2009
- Preparation of the Sustainability Appraisal: December to
January 2009
- Development Committee recommendation and Council
resolution to consult on the documents: 11th February
and 3rd March 2009 respectively
- Consultation on the Draft Shop Front and Advertisement
Design Guide and SA: March to April 2009
- Amendments made to the Sustainability Appraisal and
Shop Front and Advertisement Design Guide: May 2009
- Consideration by the Development Committee of the
consultation responses and recommendation to adopt:
24th June 2009
- Adoption by the Council: 21st July.
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